Manual interception of moving targets in two dimensions: performance and space-time accuracy.
We report results from four experiments that examined performance of an interceptive task that restricted movement of the hand and moving target to a horizontal plane. The task required accurate control over both where and when interception takes place. Three experiments studied the effects of four independent variables: target speed, target size, manipulandum size and movement amplitude. For small amplitude movements, small, fast targets were hit harder than larger slower ones and targets were hit harder with smaller manipulanda; movement time (MT) was unaffected by target size, but was shorter when the manipulandum was smaller. For larger amplitude movements, smaller, faster targets were also hit harder, but MTs tended to be greater when targets were smaller. The results support the idea that MT and peak movement speed can be independently controlled to some degree in order to meet the accuracy demands of the task. Analysis of the task showed that spatial and temporal accuracy demands are interdependent, indicating that the spatial and temporal variable errors should covary such that increases in one are accompanied by decreases in the other. This can be tested if there is no variation in interception location; which was not the case in the first three experiments. In a final experiment variation in interception location was restricted by requiring that the target be struck through an aperture. Both spatial and temporal variable errors could be estimated. As predicted, it was found that when spatial errors were small, temporal errors were large.